
From: Kerman, Sara J. (Fed)
To: Foti, James (Fed)
Subject: RE: More for publishing
Date: Thursday, February 2, 2017 9:04:00 AM

Thanks for all the answers.   Yes, on the Crypto Standards Development overview….I sent to Andy
early last week, no response.  So I thought I’d at least get the information up there and update when
he has time to review.

Sara
 

From: Foti, James (Fed) 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2017 8:56 AM
To: Kerman, Sara J. (Fed) <sara.kerman@nist.gov>
Subject: RE: More for publishing
 
Hi Sara-
Thanks for asking—

1)      No need to include “(pdf)” with the link.  As far as where to put it—I’d recommend making
in more prominent, at the top of the page (e.g., see the main Standardization page).

2)      Removing Call for Proposals Announcement page—agreed.
3)      Extra:  BTW on the Standardization page, I:

a.       added a box at the top that highlights the deadline & link to Call for Proposals
(instead of putting it at the bottom) and removed the “(pdf)”;

b.       changed the last two references to http://www.nist.gov/pqcrypto to links to the Call
for Proposals. Sending people back to the project landing page is confusing.

c.       removed “The National Institute…” from the beginning of the announcement. I think
one of the writing changes we need to make website-wide is to stop spelling it out—
it’s already on the logo at the top of each page. J

 
Crypto Standards Development
-222MB—that’s crazy-big, and we need to break that into multiple files. It’s only been downloaded
57 times since it was posted in July 2014, and not since January 2015. I’ll check with Christian to see
what the file size limit is, so we can break it into the right # of files.
-observation: the Overview text on the main page is out-of-date (especially the first paragraph!) and
needs to be rewritten. Something for Andy or Donna.
 
OK—both projects are checked back in for you.
Jim
 
 

From: Kerman, Sara J. (Fed) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2017 4:18 PM
To: Foti, James (Fed) <james.foti@nist.gov>
Subject: More for publishing
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Two thoughts on the above

·         At the bottom of each PQC Standardization page, there was a link to a printable call for
proposals that had the PDF icon.  For continuity, what you like that type of link to say on the
new site?

o   Call for Proposals (pdf)
o   Printable Call for Proposals
o   Other

·         I think we can remove the new “Call for Proposal Announcement” child page; we didn’t
have text/html for the old “PQC Standardization” menu item; it was just a menu item.  I put
the “Announcement” text on the PQC Standardization child page.   WDYT?

 
PROJECT - Crypto-Standards-Development-Process
                Subpage - NIST-Briefs-Committee-of-Visitors
 
One of the files, from this project, was too large.  Zip file @ 222KB.  It contains all the FOIA material
that was released related to the SP 800-90 Process.   Can we override?
 
Talk to you Thursday,
Sara
 


